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1) Category: Agentless Security 

     

    Specific  Problem Statement: Once we get network traffic (eg. through a VPN), 
can we identify the following data points - can we fingerprint application or website, time 
spent, website vs. application traffic or grouped (eg. all Netflix traffic regardless of app or 
website). What security/privacy/identity/parental features can we enable if we have just 
network traffic from a device? What can we notify on? What can we block? 

2) Category: Enhancing personal security 

     

   2.1 Specific  Problem Statement: We can rate the "realness" or "fake-ness" of an 
online profile? Can we determine if the user I'm talking to online is the person who they say 
they are? Imagine, farmers are interacting with agents in their transactions, insurance 
agents, doctors, legitimate recruitments, online dating, how can someone be sure the 
person they're talking to is legitimate or not? 

   2.2 Specific Problem Statement: Technology for humanity (specifically machine 
learning): We are approaching the point where technology can help resolve societal issues. 
We predict that large-scale use of machine learning, robots, and drones will help improve 
agriculture, ease drought, ensure supply of food, and improve health in remote areas. Some 
of these activities have already started, but we predict an increase in the adoption rate and 
the reporting of success stories in a few years. "Sensors everywhere" and advances in IoT 
and edge computing are major factors contributing to the adoption of this technology. 



Recent events, such as major fires and bridge collapses, are further accelerating the 
urgency to adopt monitoring technologies in fields like forests and smart roads. Eventually, it 
will increase safety and security. 
Using the current trend of “Sensors Everywhere” how can we enhance the usage of sensors 
for Monitoring and societal issues? 

    2.3 Specific  Problem Statement: Prevent cyber attack using deep learning: using 
AI and machine learning can we focus on anomalous behaviour detection and block 
suspicious items before the manual intervention and report it back to the user as part of 
protection offered by McAfee's security products? 

3) Category: Account Takeover 

    Specific  Problem Statement: Helping consumers detect or avoid online 

account takeover - You are your credit: This idea I have since many years. Today there 
are many physical forms of financial transactions, Mobile wallet, Credit card. All are 
vulnerable to physical loss. With advancements in Internet of Bodies (a subdivision of IoT) 
and  ML algo techniques it looks possible to achieve. Social Credit algorithms use your 
social and biometric digital data to define your vulnerability blended with your exact 
biometrics will give us a better and secure authentication mechanism. This system can we 
design in such a way that we could sell it as a service? 
    

4) Category: Object Recognition And Some Data Analysis. 

    Specific  Problem Statement: Images are deceptive in the way that you don’t really 
know when a particular image was taken, while also being the most attention capturing 
media being used on social media and news. No wonder people have successfully used old 
images to signify an event that didn’t occur or exaggerate what actually happened. And 
sometimes make it to the news. Can you find a way to securely and reliably recognise an 
image that was not taken when it was said that it was? 

To confirm your registrations, kindly fill out the google form with all the details.  

https://forms.gle/eA5GRbsBcWFhi4jp9  

NOTE : Registrations are based on First-come First-serve basis.

https://forms.gle/eA5GRbsBcWFhi4jp9

